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In this paper we propose algorithms for solving a variety of
geometri optimization problems on a stream of points in R2 or R3 . These
problems in lude various extent measures (e.g. diameter, width, smallest
en losing disk), ollision dete tion (penetration depth and distan e between polytopes), and shape tting (minimum width annulus, ir le/line
tting). The main ontribution of this paper is a uni ed approa h to solving all of the above problems eÆ iently using modern graphi s hardware.
All the above problems an be approximated using a onstant number of
passes over the data stream. Our algorithms are easily implemented, and
our empiri al study demonstrates that the running times of our programs
are omparable to the best implementations for the above problems. Another signi ant property of our results is that although the best known
implementations for the above problems are quite di erent from ea h
other, our algorithms all draw upon the same set of tools, making their
implementation signi antly easier.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

The study of streaming data is motivated by numerous appli ations that arise in
the ontext of dealing with massive data sets. In this paper we propose algorithms
for solving a variety of geometri optimization problems over a stream of two or
three dimensional geometri data (e.g. points, lines, polygons). In parti ular, we
study three lasses of problems: (a) Extent measures: omputing various extent
measures (e.g. diameter, width, smallest en losing ir le) of a stream of points
in R2 or R3 , (b) Collision dete tion: omputing the penetration depth of a pair
of onvex polyhedra in three dimensions and ( ) Shape tting: approximating a
set of points by simple shapes like ir les or annuli.
Many of the problems we study an be formulated as omputing and/or
overlaying lower and upper envelopes of ertain fun tions. We will be onsidering approximate solutions, and thus it suÆ es to ompute the value of these
?
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envelopes at a set of uniformly sampled points, i.e., on a grid. This allows us to
exploit re ent developments in graphi s hardware a elerators. Almost all modern graphi s ards (examples in lude the nVidia GeFor e and ATI Radeon series)
provide hardware support for omputing the envelope of a stream of bivariate
fun tions at a uniform sample of points in [ 1; +1℄2 and for performing various arithmeti and logi al operations on ea h of these omputed values, whi h
makes them ideal for our appli ations. We therefore study the above streaming
problems in the ontext of graphi s hardware.
Related work. In the standard streaming model [4, 14, 7℄, the input fx1 ; : : : ; xn g
is written in sequen e on an input tape. The algorithm has a read head, and in
ea h pass, the read head makes one sequential s an over the input tape. The eÆien y of an algorithm is measured in terms of the size of the working spa e, the
number of passes, and the time it spends on performing the omputation. There
are numerous algorithms for omputing properties of data streams, as well as
various lower bounds on the resour es required [23℄. Data stream omputations
of geometri properties like the diameter, onvex hull, and minimum spanning
tree have also re eived re ent attention [18, 13, 16, 8℄.
Traditionally, graphi s hardware has been used for rendering three-dimensional
s enes. But the growing sophisti ation of graphi s ards and their relatively low
ost has led resear hers to use their power for a variety of problems in other areas, and spe ially in the ontext of geometri omputing [15, 22, 19℄. Fournier and
Fussel [9℄ were the rst to study general stream omputations on graphi s ards;
a re ent paper [10℄ shows lower bounds on the number of passes required by
hardware-based k th -element sele tion operations, as well as showing the ne essity of ertain hardware fun tions in redu ing the number of passes in sele tion
from (n) to O(log n).
There has been extensive work in omputational geometry and omputing
extent measures and shape tting [3℄. The most relevant work in a re ent result
by Agarwal et al. [2℄ whi h presents an algorithm for omputing a small size \ ore
set" C of a given set S of points in Rd whose extent approximates the extent of
S , yielding linear time approximations for omputing the diameter and smallest
spheri al shell of a point set. Their algorithm an be adapted to the streaming
model, in the sense that C an be omputed by performing one pass over S ,
after whi h one an ompute an "-approximation of the desired extent measure
in 1="O(1) time using 1="O(1) memory.
Our work. In this paper, we demonstrate a large lass of geometri optimization problems that an be approximated eÆ iently using graphi s hardware. A
unifying theme of the problems that we solve is that they an be expressed in
terms of minimizations over envelopes of bivariate fun tions.
Extent problems: We present hardware-based algorithms for omputing the diameter and width (in two and three dimensions) and the smallest en losing ball
(in two dimensions) of a set of points. All the algorithms are approximate, and
ompute the desired answer in a onstant number of passes. We note here that
although the number of passes is more than one, ea h pass does not use any
information from prior passes and the omputation e e tively runs in a single

pass. For reasons that will be made lear in Se tion 4, the graphi s pipeline requires us to perform a series of passes that explore di erent regions of the sear h
spa e.
In addition, the smallest bounding box of a planar point set an also be
approximated in a onstant number of passes; p
omputing the smallest bounding box in three dimensions an be done in 1=
1 passes, where is an
approximation parameter.

Collision dete tion: We present a hardware-based algorithm for approximating
the penetration depth between two onvex polytopes. In general, our method an
ompute any inner produ t-based distan e between any two onvex polyhedra
(interse ting or not). Our approa h an also be used to ompute the Minkowski
sum of two onvex polygons in two dimensions.
Shape tting and other problems: We also present heuristi s for a variety of
shape- tting problems in the plane: omputing the minimum width annulus,
best- t ir le, and best- t line for a set of points, and omputing the Hausdor
distan e between two sets of points. Our methods are also appli able to many
problems in layered manufa turing [20℄.
Experimental results: An important pra ti al onsequen e of our uni ed approa h to solving these problems is that all our implementations make use of the
same underlying pro edures, and thus a single implementation provides mu h of
the ode for all of the problems we onsider. We present an empiri al study that
ompares our algorithms to existing implementations for representative problems from the above list; in all ases we are omparable, and in many ases we
are far superior to existing software-based implementations.
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Preliminaries

The graphi s pipeline. The graphi s pipeline is primarily used as a rendering (or \drawing") engine to fa ilitate intera tive display of omplex threedimensional geometry. The input to the pipeline is a set of geometri primitives
and images, whi h are transformed and rasterized at various stages of the pipeline
to produ e an array of fragments, that is \drawn" on a two-dimensional grid of
pixels known as the frame bu er. The frame bu er is a olle tion of several individual dedi ated bu ers ( olor, sten il, depth bu ers et .). The user intera ts
with the pipeline via a standardized software interfa e (su h as OpenGL or Dire tX) that is designed to mimi the graphi s subsystem. For more details, the
reader may refer to the OpenGL programming guide [24℄.
Computing Envelopes. Let F = ff1; : : : ; fn g be a set of d-variate fun tions.
The lower envelope of F is de ned as EF (x) = mini fi (x), and the upper envelope
of F is de ned as EF+ (x) = maxi fi (x). The proje tion of EF (resp. EF+ ) is alled
the minimization (resp. maximization ) diagram of S . Set fF (x) (resp. fF+ (x)) to
be the index of a fun tion of F that appears on its lower (resp. upper ) envelope.
Finally, de ne IF (x) = EF+ (x) EF (x). We will omit the subs ript F when it is
obvious from the ontext. If F is a family of pie ewise-linear bivariate fun tions,

we an ompute E ; E + ; f ; f + for ea h pixel x 2 [ 1; +1℄2, using the graphi s
hardware. We will assume that fun tion fi (x) an be des ribed a urately as a
olle tion of triangles.

Computing E (E + ): Ea h vertex v is assigned a olor equal to its z- oordinate
ij

(depth) (or fun tion value). The graphi s hardware generates olor values a ross
the fa e of a triangle by performing bilinear interpolation of the olors at the
verti es. Therefore, the olor value at ea h pixel orre tly en odes the fun tion
value. We disable the sten il test, set the depth test to min (resp. max). After
rendering all the fun tions, the olor values in the framebu er ontains their
lower (resp. upper) envelope. In the light of re ent developments in programming
the graphi s pipeline, nonlinear fun tions an be en oded as part of a shading
language (or fragment program) to ompute their envelopes as well.

vij of fun tion fi is assigned the olor i
(in most ases, i is determined by the problem). By setting the graphi s state
similar to the previous ase, we an ompute f and f + .
In many of the problems we address, we will ompute envelopes of distan e
fun tions. That is, given a distan e fun tion Æ (; ) and a set S = fp1 ; : : : ; pn g
of points in R2 , we de ne F = ffi (x)  Æ (x; pi ) j 1  i  ng, and we wish
to ompute the lower and upper envelopes of F . For the Eu lidean metri , the
graph of ea h fi is a one whose axis is parallel to the z-axis and whose sides
are at an angle of =4 to the xy -plane. For the square Eu lidean metri , it is a
paraboloid symmetri around a verti al line. Su h surfa es an be approximated
to any desired degree of approximation by triangulations ([15℄).
Approximations. For purposes of omputation, the two-dimensional plane is
divided into pixels. This dis retization of the plane makes our algorithms approximate by ne essity. Thus, for a given problem, the ost of a solution is a
fun tion both of the algorithm and the s reen resolution. We de ne a ( ; g )approximation algorithm to be one that provides a solution of ost at most
times the optimal solution, with a grid ell size of g = g (I; ), where I is the
instan e of the problem. This de nition implies that di erent instan es of the
same problem may require di erent grid resolutions.
Computing
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f

(f + ): Ea h vertex

Gauss Maps And Duality

Let S = fp1 ; : : :; pn g be a set of n points in Rd . A dire tion in Rd an be
represented by a unit ve tor u 2 Sd 1. For u 2 Sd 1, let u^ be its entral proje ! with the hyperplane xd = 1 (resp.
tion, i.e., the interse tion point of the ray ou
xd = 1) if u lies in the positive (resp. negative) hemisphere.
For a dire tion u, we de ne the extremal point in dire tion u to be (u; S ) =
arg maxp2S hu^; pi, where h; i is the inner produ t. The dire tional width of S is
!(u; S ) = maxp2S hu^; pi minp2S hu^; pi. The Gaussian map of the onvex hull
of S is the de omposition of Sd 1 into maximal onne ted regions so that the
the extremal point is the same for all dire tions within one region.
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(a) An illustration of entral proje tion. (b) Two duals used to apture the
Gaussian Map.

Fig. 1.

For a point p = (p1 ; : : : ; pd ), we de ne its dual to be the hyperplane p : xd =
p1x1 +    + pd 1xd 1 + pd. Let H = fp j p 2 S g be the set of hyperplanes dual
to the points in S . The following is easy to prove.

Lemma 1. For u 2 S 1, (u; S ) = f +(^u1 ; : : : ; u^ 1) if u lies in the positive
hemisphere, and (u; S ) = f (^u1 ; : : : ; u^ 1) if u lies in the negative hemisphere;
here u^ = (^u1 ; : : :; u^ ).
ut
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Hen e, we an ompute (u; S ) using fH+ and fH . Note that the entral proje tion
of the portion of the Gaussian map of S in the upper (resp. lower) hemisphere
is the maximization (resp. minimization) diagram of H . Thus, for d = 3 we
an ompute portion of the Gaussian map of S whose entral proje tion lies
in the square [ 1; +1℄2, using graphi s hardware, as des ribed in Se tion 2.
In other words, we an ompute the extremal points of S for all u su h that
u^ 2 [ 1; 1℄2  f1; 1g. If we also take the entral proje tion of a ve tor u 2 S2
onto the planes y = 1 and x = 1, then at least one of the entral proje tions
of u lies in the square [ 1; +1℄2 of the orresponding plane. Let Rx (resp. Ry )
be the rotation transform that maps the unit ve tor (1; 0; 0) (resp. (0; 1; 0)) to
(0; 0; 1). Let Hx (resp. Hy ) be the set of planes dual to the point set Rx (S ) (resp.
Ry (S )). If we ompute fH+x ; fHx ; fH+y , and fHy for all x 2 [ 1; +1℄2, then we an
guarantee that we have omputed extremal points in all dire tions (see Fig. 1(b)
for an example in two dimensions).
In general, verti es of the arrangement of dual hyperplanes may not lie in the
box [ 1; +1℄3. A generalization of the above idea an be used to ompute a family
of three duals su h that any vertex of the dual arrangement is guaranteed to lie
in the region [ 1; +1℄2  [ n; n℄ in some dual. Su h a family of duals an be used
to ompute more general fun tions on arrangements using graphi s hardware;
a spe ial ase of this result in two dimensions was proved in [19℄. In general,
the idea of using a family of duals to maintain boundedness of the arrangement
an be extended to d dimensions. We defer these more general results to a full
version of the paper.
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Extent Measures

Let S = fp1 ; : : : ; pn g be a set of points in Rd . We des ribe streaming algorithms
for omputing the diameter and width of S for d  3 and the smallest en losing
box and ball of S for d = 2.
Diameter. In this se tion we des ribe a six-pass algorithm for omputing the
diameter of a set S (the maximum distan e between any two points of S ) of n
points in R3 . It is well known that the diameter of S is realized by a pair of
antipodal points, i.e., there exists a dire tion u in the positive hemisphere of S2
su h that diam(S ) = k(u; S ) ( u; S )k = kfH+ (^u1 ; u^2 ) fH (^u1 ; u^2 )k; where H
is the set of planes dual to the points in S . In order to ompute kfH+ (x) fH (x)k,
we assign the RGB values of the olor of a plane pi to be the oordinates of pi .
The rst pass omputes fH+ , so after the pass, the pixel x in the olor bu er
ontains the oordinates of fH+ (x). We opy this bu er to the texture memory
and ompute fH in the se ond pass. We then ompute kfH+ (x) fH (x)k for ea h
pixel. Sin e the hardware omputes these values for x 2 [ 1; +1℄2 , we repeat
these steps for Rx (S ) and Ry (S ) as well. Sin e our algorithm operates in the
dual plane, the dis retization in urred is in terms of the dire tions, yielding the
following result.

Theorem 1. Given a point set S  R3 ; > 1, there is a six-pass (
approximation algorithm for omputing the diameter of S .

; g(

))-

Width. Let S be a set of n points in R3 . The width of S is the minimum dis-

tan e between two parallel planes that en lose P between them, i.e., width(S ) =
minu2S2 ! (u; S ). The proof of the following lemma is relatively straightforward.

Lemma 2. Let R ; R be the rotation transforms as des ribed earlier, and let H
(resp. H ; H ) be the set of planes dual to the points in S (resp. R (S ), R (S )).
Then
1
width(S ) = min 2
minfI (p); I x (p); I y (p)g:
2[ 1 +1℄ k(p; 1)k
x

x

y

y

x

p

;

H

H

y

H

This lemma implies that the algorithm for width an be implemented similar
to the algorithm for diameter. Consider a set of oplanar points in R3 . No disretized set of dire tions an yield a good approximation to the width of this
set (whi h is zero). Hen e, we an only prove a slightly weaker approximation
result, based on knowing a lower bound on the optimal width w . We omit the
details from this version and on lude the following.

Theorem 2. Given a point set S  R3 , > 1, and w~  w , there is a six-pass
( ; g ( ; w~))-approximation algorithm for omputing the width of S .

1- enter. The 1- enter of a point set S in R2 is a point 2 R2 minimizing
max 2 d( ; p). This is an envelope omputation, but in the primal plane. For

ea h point p 2 S , we render the olored distan e one as des ribed in Se tion 2.
The 1- enter is then the point in the upper envelope of the distan e ones with
the smallest distan e value. The enter of the smallest en losing ball will always
p

P

lie inside onv(S ). The radius of the smallest en losing ball is at least half the
diameter  of S . Thus, if we ompute the farthest point Voronoi diagram on a
grid of ell size g = =2, the value we obtain is a -approximation to the radius
of the smallest en losing ball. An approximate diameter omputation gives us
~ 4 will obtain the desired result.
~  2, and thus a grid size of =

Theorem 3. Given a point set S in R2 and a parameter > 1, there is a
two-pass ( ; g( ))-approximation algorithm for omputing the smallest-area disk
en losing S .
Smallest bounding box. Let S be a set of points in R2 . A re tangle en losing

S onsists of two pairs of parallel lines, lines in ea h pair orthogonal to the other.
For a dire tion u 2 S1, let u? be the dire tion normal to u. Then the side lengths
of the smallest re tangle whose edges are in dire tions u and u? that ontains
S are W (u) = !(u; S ) and H (u) = !(u?; S ). Hen e, the area of the smallest
re tangle ontaining S is minu2S1 W (u)  H (u). The algorithm to ompute the
minimum-area two-dimensional bounding box an now be viewed as omputing
the minimum widths in two orthogonal dire tions and taking their produ t.
Similarly, we an ompute a minimum-perimeter re tangle ontaining S . Sin e
the algorithm is very similar to omputing the width, we omit the details and
on lude the following.
Theorem 4. Given a point set S in R2 , > 1, and a lower bound a~ on the
area of the smallest bounding box, there is a four-pass ( ; g( ; a))-approximation
algorithm for omputing the smallest en losing bounding box.
It is not lear how to extend this algorithm to R3 using a onstant number
of passes sin e the set of dire tions normal to a given dire tion is S1. However,
by sampling the possible
p hoi es of orthogonal dire tions, we an get a (1 +
)-approximation in 1=
1 passes. Omitting all the details, we obtain the
following.

Theorem 5. Given point set S  R3 , >
p 1 and lower bound a~ on the area of
the smallest bounding box, there is an O(1=
1)-pass ( ; g ( ; a))-approximation
algorithm for omputing the smallest bounding box.
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Collision Dete tion

Given two onvex polytopes P and Q in R3 , their penetration depth, denoted
PD(P; Q) is de ned as the length of the shortest translation ve tor t su h
that P and Q + t are disjoint. We an spe ify a pla ement of Q by xing
a referen e point q 2 Q and spe ifying its oordinates. Assume that initially
q is at the origin o. Sin e M = P  Q is the set of pla ements of Q at
whi h Q interse ts P , PD(P; Q) = minz2 M d(o; z ) For a dire tion u 2 S2,
let hM (u) be the tangent plane of M normal to dire tion u. As shown in [1℄,
PD(P; Q) = minu2S2 d(o; hM (u))

Let A be a onvex polytope in R3 and let V be the set of verti es in A. For
a dire tion u 2 S2, let gA (u) = maxp2V hp; u^i. It an be veri ed that the tangent
plane of A in dire tion u is hA (u) : hu^; xi = gA (u). Therefore PD(P; Q) =
minu2S2 gMku^(ku) . The following lemma shows how to ompute hM (u) from hP (u)
and h Q (u).

Lemma 3. For any u 2 S2,g (u) = g (u) + g
M

P

Q

(u)

ut

This lemma follows from the fa t that for onvex P and Q, the point of M
extreme in dire tion u is the sum of the points of P and Q extreme in dire tion
u. Therefore, PD(P; Q) = minu2S2 gP (u)+kugk Q (u) :
Hen e, we dis retize the set of dire tions in S2, ompute gP (u); g Q (u),
(gP (u)+ g Q (u))=ku^k and ompute their minimum. Sin e gP and g Q are upper
envelopes of a set of linear fun tions, they an be omputed at a set of dire tions
by graphi s hardware in six passes, as des ribed in Se tion 4. We note here that
the above approa h an be generalized to ompute any inner produ t-based distan e between two non-interse ting onvex polytopes in three dimensions. It an
also be used to ompute the Minkowski sum of polygons in two dimensions.

6

Shape Fitting

We now present hardware-based heuristi s for shape analysis problems. These
problems are solved in the primal, by omputing envelopes of distan e fun tions.

Cir le tting. The minimum-width annulus of a point set P

R

is a pair of
on entri disks R1 ; R2 of radii r1 > r2 su h that P lies in the region R1 n R2 and
r1 r2 is minimized. Note that the enter of the minimum-width annulus ould
be arbitrarily far away from the point set (for example, the degenerate ase of
points on a line). Furthermore, when the minimum-width annulus is thin, the
pixelization indu es large errors whi h annot be bounded. Therefore, we look
at the spe ial ase when the annulus is not thin, i.e. r1  (1 + ")r2 . For this
ase, Chan [5℄ presents a (1+ ") approximation algorithm by laying a grid on the
pointset, snapping the points to the grid points, and nding the annulus with one
of the grid points as the enter. This algorithm an be implemented eÆ iently
in hardware as follows: for ea h point pi , draw its Eu lidean distan e one Ci as
des ribed in Se tion 2. Let C = fC1 ; C2 ; : : : ; Cn g be the olle tion of distan e
fun tions. Then the minimum-width annulus an be omputed as minx2B IC (x)
with enter arg minx2B IC (x). This approa h yields a fast streaming (1 + ")approximation algorithm for the minimum-width annulus (and for the minimumarea annulus as well, by using paraboloids instead of ones).
Similar ideas an be used to ompute the best- t ir le of a set of points, and
the Hausdor distan e between two sets of points. We defer a detailed dis ussion
of this to the full version of this abstra t.
2
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Experiments

In this se tion we des ribe some implementation spe i details, and report empiri al results of our algorithms, and ompare their performan e with softwarebased approximation algorithms.
Cost bottlene k. The osts of operations an be divided into two types: geometri operations, and fragment operations. Most urrent graphi s ards have
a number of geometry engines and raster managers to handle multiple vertex
and fragment operations in parallel. Therefore, we an typi ally assume that the
geometry transformation and ea h bu er operation takes onstant time.
As the number of fragments in reases, the rendering time is roughly unhanged till we saturate the rendering apa ity ( alled the ll-rate), at whi h
point performan e degrades severely. We now propose a hierar hi al method
that ir umvents the ll limitation by doing re ned lo al sear hes for the solution.
Hierar hi al re nement. One way to alleviate the ll-rate bottlene k is to
produ e fewer fragments per plane. Instead of sampling the sear h spa e with
a uniform grid, we instead perform adaptive sampling by onstru ting a oarse
grid, omputing the solution value for ea h grid point and then re ursively re ning andidate points. The advantage of using adaptive re nement is that not all
the grid ells need to be re ned to a high resolution. However, the lo al sear h
performed by this sele tive re nement ould fail to nd an approximate solution
with the guarantee implied by this higher resolution. In our experiments, we
will ompare the results obtained from this approa h with those obtained by
software-based methods.
Empiri al results. In this se tion we report on the performan e of our algorithms. All our algorithms were implemented in C++ and OpenGL, and run
on a 2.4GHz Pentium IV Linux PC with an ATI Radeon 9700 graphi s ard
and 512 MB Memory. Our experiments were run on three types of inputs: (i)
randomly generated onvex shapes [11℄ (ii) large geometri models of various obje ts, available at http://www. .gate h.edu/graphmodels/ and (iii) randomly
generated input using rbox (a omponent of qhull). In all our algorithms we
use hierar hi al re nement (with depth two) to a hieve more a urate solutions.

Penetration depth. We ompare our implementation of penetration depth ( alled

HwPD) with our own implementation of an exa t algorithm ( alled SwPD) based
on Minkowski sums whi h exhibits quadrati omplexity and with DEEP [17℄,
whi h to the best of our knowledge is the only other implementation for penetration depth. We used the onvex polytopes available at [11℄, as well as random
polytopes found by omputing the onvex hull of points on random ellipsoids as
inputs to test our ode. The performan e of the algorithms on the input set is
presented in Table 1. HwPD always outperforms SwPD in running time, in some
ases by over three orders of magnitude. With regard to DEEP, the situation
is less lear. DEEP performs signi ant prepro essing on its input, so a single
number is not representative of the running times for either program. Hen e, we

report both prepro essing times and query times (for our ode, prepro essing
time is merely reading the input). We note that DEEP rashed on some of our
inputs; we mark those entries with an asterisk.
Polygon
HwPD
Size Size Prepro . Time Depth Prepro
500 500 0
0.04 1.278747 0.15
750 750 0
0.08 1.053032 0.25
789 1001 0.01
0.067 1.349714 *
789 5001 0.01
0.17 1.360394 *
5001 4000 0.02
0.30 1.362190 *
10000 5000 0.04
0.55 1.359534 3.28

DEEP
SwPD
. Time Depth Time Depth
0
1.29432 27.69 1.289027
0
1.07359 117.13 1.071013
*
*
148.87 1.364840
*
*
*
*
0
1.4443 -

Table 1. Comparison of running times for penetration depth (in se s.). On the last
three datasets, we stopped SwPD after it ran for over 25 minutes. Asterisks mark inputs
for whi h DEEP rashed.

2D minimum width annulus. We ompute an annulus by laying a 1="2 1="2 grid

on the pointset, snapping the points to the grid, and then using the hardware to
nd the nearest/furthest neighbour of ea h grid point. The same algorithm an
be implemented in software. We ompare our implementation ( alled HAnnWidth)
with the software implementation, alled SAnnWidth. The input point sets to the
programs were syntheti ally generated using rbox: R-Cir le-r refers to a set of
points with minimum width annulus r and is generated by sampling points from
a ir le and introdu ing small perturbations. See Table 2.
2
Error:
 = 0:002 HAnnWidth
SAnnWidth
Dataset
size Time Width Time Width
R-Cir le-0.1 (1,000) 0.36 0.099882 0.53 0.099789
R-Cir le-0.2 (1,000) 0.35 0.199764 0.42 0.199442
R-Cir le-0.1 (2,000) 0.66 0.099882 0.63 0.099816
R-Cir le-0.1 (5,000) 1.58 0.099882 26.44 0.099999
R-Cir le-0.1 (10,000) 3.12 0.099882 0.93 0.099999
Table 2.

Comparison of running time and approximation for 2D-min width annulus

3D width. We ompare our implementation of width ( alled HWidth) with the
ode of Dun an et al. [6℄ (DGRWidth). Algorithm DGRWidth redu es the om-

putation of the width to O(1=) linear programs. It then tries ertain pruning
heuristi s to redu e the number of linear programs solved in pra ti e. The performan e of both the algorithms on a set of real graphi al models is presented
in Table 3: olumn four gives the (1 + )-approximate value of the width omputed by the two algorithms for the  given in the se ond olumn (this  value
di tates the window size required by our algorithm, as explained previously, and
the number of linear programs solved by DGRWidth). HWidth always outperforms
DGRWidth in running time, in some ases by more than a fa tor of ve.

Table

Error
HWidth
DGRWidth
Dataset
size 
Time Width Time Width
Club
(16,864) 0.250 0.45 0.300694 0.77 0.312883
Bunny (35,947) 0.060 0.95 1.276196 2.70 1.29231
Phone (83,034) 0.125 2.55 0.686938 6.17 0.697306
Human (254,721) 0.180 6.53 0.375069 18.91 0.374423
Dragon (437,645) 0.075 10.88 0.813487 39.34 0.803875
Blade (882,954) 0.090 23.45 0.715578 66.71 0.726137
3. Comparison of running time and approximation quality for 3D-width.

3D diameter. We ompare our implementation (HDiam) with the approximation algorithm of Malandain and Boissonnat [21℄ (MBDiam), and Har-Peled [12℄
(PDiam). PDiam maintains a hierar hi al de omposition of the point set, and
iteratively throws away pairs that are not andidate for the diameter until an
approximate distan e is a hieved by a pair of points. MBDiam is a further improvement on PDiam. Table 4 reports the timing and approximation omparisons for
two error measures for graphi al models. Although our running times in this
ase are worse than the software implementations, they are omparable even for
very large inputs, illustrating the generality of our approa h.

Table

Error:  = 0:015
HDiam
MBDiam
PDiam
Dataset
size Time Diam Time Diam Time Diam
Club
(16,864) 0.023 2.326992 0.0 2.32462 0.00 2.32462
Bunny (35,947) 0.045 2.549351 0.75 2.54772 0.03 2.54772
Phone (83,034) 0.11 2.416497 0.01 2.4115 0.07 2.4115
Human (254,721) 0.32 2.020594 3.5 2.01984 0.04 2.01938
Dragon (437,645) 0.55 2.063075 17.27 2.05843 0.21 2.05715
Blade (882,954) 1.10 2.246725 0.1 2.23939 0.22 2.22407
4. Comparison of running time and approximation quality for 3D-diameter.
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